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Nuggets ofWisdom from OCis Past
r:;.y RG Staff and 3Ls,
: ;oo4 to present

along with. Just relax and have
fun. Your grades have already
been decided.

(,Z.oing and getting a job

\!tJ is so out of style. These
days the jobs come and get you,
right?

• Don't take yourself too
seriously.

• Be yourself. An interview is
nothing more than a conversation
(with some additional long-term
implications).

Not exactly.
On-campus interviewing is
a great way to interview with
multiple potential employers
in the comfortable, familiar
surroundings of Ann Arbor (or, •
at least, a hotel in Ann Arbor),
but an interview is an interview.
If you haven't done it before, it
can be frightening.
l.;lll=liC;
ll.:; ::t.,. ..;.:..
·

• Do remember that the clients
of most of these firms are very
large businesses. They want
someone who their clients will
feel comfortable with. Clients
want an intelligent advisor,
_,J�--.:sllll...iZJII.-""""--.i
not an activist crusader. This
doesn't mean you give up your
convictions, it just means that you have
• Do get together with friends to rent
to get along with large corporations.
a room at the hotel so you'll have a better
place to relax.
• Don't worry -the current job market
is stellar, you've got a first-rate legal
• Do prioritize your callbacks so that
education, and you look fabulous in
once your top-choice firm makes an offer,
that suit.
you can cancel all the others. This eases
your travel schedule and helps your
classmates get waitlist slots.
_

Here are some tips from
students who have traveled the long,
cramped hotel hallway to a career in
the law and lived to tell . . . that it's no
big deat really, once you get the swing
of things. Especially with a few helfup
hints.
• Don't look at this as your one and
only shot to get a job in the legal industry.
It isn't.

• Do knock on the interview door
promptly, or even one minute before,
because the interviewer inside is counting
on you as a timekeeper.

• Don't let the word "lifestyle" pass
your lips.

___

•

• Do decline callbacks. Unless you are
looking in several cities, more than ten
is ridiculous and inconsiderate of other
students.

UN\¥1 QF tt.\tQ�(Viewers
are just people who want to surround
them�tfi 'lit ��ijfP.le they can get
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Getting Your Dream Job,
p.3
10 Things Not to Do as a
Summer Associate, p. 7

Crossword, Page 27
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Editor-in-Chief

Doing well in OCI isn't necessary to be
successful in the legal industr� but it sure
seems that way when you're standing at a
hotel door holding a leather-bound tablet
and a writing sample. It's hot, stuffy and
the panic is contagious -but at least the
food is pretty good.
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Just three months ago you were trying
to redefine your vocabulary so that
"consideration" stood for contractual
reciprocity rather than interpersonal
thoughtfulness. Now you're being
asked to determine what sort of law
you want to practice and where you
want to practice it, and to provide an
evaluative projection of your strengths
and weaknesses in a profession you've
never practiced.
Consider it an extension of the Socratic
method, only as it applies to your future.
Like my Contracts professor said early on
in my first semester: "By the end of your
time here you will be able to make the
most ridiculous arguments, unprepared,
with a completely straight face." So you
might feel like you're a liar, a fraud or
a fool. That's normal. You are, after all,
interviewing to be a lawyer.
Ha ha! I kid. But the reality is that
OCI isn't about your qualifications as
an attorney. It's about your personality.
Seriously. If you relax and be yourself
and the firm doesn't extend you a
callback or an offer, then -pay attention
here-you probably shouldn't work there
anyway.
Being rejected by a law firm is a bit
like being dumped - it's hard not to
consider it a reflection of your personal
inadequacies, but you gain little from that
point of view. Best to use the rejection as
motivation and move on to where you're
wanted.

The talk of "a game of numbers" and
"best fit" seems like pandering to your
wounded ego, but there's truth to it
-first-year associates can be good or bad
but generally not much better or worse
than each other. The firms are looking
for meshing personalities and people
they want to work with - not just the
best resume or grade point.
Speaking of personalities: keep yours
positive. If you must look at OCI as
a competition, at least be respectful.
Last year I was at a door waiting for an
interview that was running late, and a
student I knew stepped in front of me
and slid her resume under the door.
"I'll put a good word in for you," I
said somewhat snarkily and unfairly. It
was a small slight, but raindrops cause
tidal waves when you put this many
overachieving Type-A personalities in
such a small space with inadequate air
conditioning.
When you do get a call-back from
a firm, remember that a lot of other
students weren't so lucky. Some markets
call back a lot of people; some don't. Your
number of callbacks is really not that
indicative of your chances of finding
gainful legal employment. Some friends
of mine had one callback and received
one offer; others had several callbacks
and no offers. Besides, you only need
one job.
Nevertheless, be cool when you get
invited back. Celebrate your good
fortune on the down-low -like the way
Willie "Mays" Hayes celebrated making
the team in "Major League." Your less
fortunate friends will thank you for it.
Don't feel guilty mentioning your
"journal experience" even though, in a
real sense, you haven't done anything
for your journal yet. You will. Citation
CONTINUED on Page 13
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And Eat It, Too: Learn How to
Find a Firm Job -and Be Happy
By Hannah Mufson, '03

Looking for a firm job? Looking for any
job? Nervous about ac!=epting? Worried
that your job may spell the end of your
life as you know it? Worry no more. If
you're sensible and smart, you can have a
job and still be happy. Even though you'd
rather sit on your couch and drink beer
for the rest of your life -who wouldn't?
-you can't. So, read on to find out what
you can do to improve the quality of your
working life.
Be a Knowing Buyer

Know what you're getting yourself into,
not just what salary you will be pulling
in. This takes time, patience, investigation
and thought. Observe and interact with
the other people with whom you are
working. Are they happy? When they
complain, is it about serious, systematic

problems, or minor annoyances? If
you show up earlier than usual in the
morning, who's there? What about late
at night? Do your co-workers have time
to do things you find important: going
to the gym, seeing movies, visiting
museums?
If your observations turn up answers
you don't like, seriously consider whether
the benefits your job brings you are worth
the trade-offs. Knowing the bad up front
may make you happier with the good,
or it may make you want to investigate
other jobs.
Know the Value of Time

Most jobs require a certain amount of
hours at the office; at law firms, these
hours can be set required minimums
or floors required to earn certain bonus
levels. Make sure you know what these

hours are. At a firm, a minimum billable
hour requirement of 2000 hours means
that you must bill 8 hours a day, 5 days
a week, for 50 weeks a year. An hour
of work does not necessarily mean an
hour of billable work. Be conscious of
the distinction. Other jobs may not have
a billable hour system, but may require
weekend work, extra projects, or external
commitments. Make sure you are aware
of these potential obstacles and can either
deal with them or work around them.
Prioritize

What's important to you? Make sure
you know. If you can't live without a
three-course dinner every night, need
Saturday nights for your weekly visit
to a leather bar, or a weekend off every
month to see your girlfriend, select a job
CONTINUED on Page 15
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People around the country

are TALKING ...

Calfee's corporate/M&A group "combines a

sophisticated

national practice with a local perspective."
(Chambers USA 2007)

Named a

Go-To Law Firm® for

companies (2007 ALM

IP in a survey of

Fortune

500

Corporate Counsel Magazine survey of

In-House Law Departments at the Top soo Companies)

Top

5 Corporate Law Firm in Cleveland

(Corporate Board Member Magazine

2007)

"A real soup-to-nuts outfit that has the resources

anything that is thrown at it." (Chambers USA 2007,

"We like the firm's local

presence and

indUStry."(Chambers USA 2007,

One of the

Cleveland
1400 KeyBank Center
800 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
216.622.8299

to handle

IP)

its understanding

of our

Cor porate/M&A)

"Most Active Law Firms"

in the country (Private Equity Analyst 2007)

Columbus
1100 Fifth 1hird Center
21 East State Street
Colwnbus. Ohio 43215
614.621.1500
Calfee. Ha!ter & Griswold LLP

This advertisment is not intended to serve as a guarantee of results.

I

www.calfee.com
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Navigating the Dark Side : Prof. Schneider on
OCI and Your Future
By Liz Polizzi

"Lunch," said Gordon Gekko, antihero
of the 1987 film Wall Street, "is for
wimps."
While there may be differences between
the rarified atmosphere of large, "white
shoe" law firms and 1980s brokerage
houses, based on the rumors bouncing
around the Law School's chattering classes,
there don't seem to be many. To put it
bluntly, the picture looks bleak: monstrous
bosses hazing junior associates with
mind-numbing assignments, no respect
from senior attorneys or subordinate staff,
and the hallmark of law firm life -3,000+
billable hours a year (which comes out to
about 58 hours a week) and no vacations
till you make partner.
And yet the majority of us - highly

as

educated, analytical people -line up like
lambs to the slaughter as soon as we hear
the letters "0-C-I." Is this a mistake? And
if so, how can we avoid making it?
According to Professor Carl Schneider,
who has made a study of the subject,
asking these questions early and often
may, in itself, be the answer.
In 1998, Professor Schneider had
just finished a book titled The Practice
of Autonomy, a study of how patients
confront serious medical decisions -the
processes they use and their ultimate
success in decision-making. His work
brought him to the next question: "Can
anybody make good decisions about their
future?" In pursuit of an answer, Professor
Schneider conducted a semiformal
interview process with a group of 40 law
students who comprised a Property class

GODFREY
KAHNs.c
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

The lawyers at GODFREY & KAHN, S.C. are
proud of the strong relationship with The University
of Michigan Law School and invite second-year law
students to interview with us on:

Monday, August 27, 2007
Mark C. Witt (Class of 1994)

"At Godfrey & Kahn, S.C., we offer challenge and
opportunity in a friendly environment. "
www.gklaw.com
Milwaukee+Green Bay+ Waukesha+ Appleton+ Madison
Washington, D.C. + Shanghai, PRC

a Lawyer
he taught in 1998. Following up with
them in 2001, and again a few years later,
he asked them about what had gone into
the choices they'd made, and where those
choices had brought them.
"I thought that lawyers and prospective
lawyers would be good decision-makers
because they have lots of time to think
about their career choices, they have
a strong incentive to think about their
career choices, they're analytically
minded, and they're in a good position
for acquiring good information for
making good decisions," Professor
Schneider said. Plus, he added, "They're
more apt to make good decisions in
the procedural sense. There are some
standard views regarding good decision
making. I thought lawyers were more
likely to go about the process of making
the decision in the right way."
So, did they?
"I was surprised," said Professor
Schneider, "by how very little people
knew about the law before going to law
school, and about law firms before going
to work at one. One reason they don't
know very much is because they don't
ask very much."
According to Professor Schneider, the
graduates who thrive after law school
are those who have a strong sense of
where they're going -whether it's to a
certain practice area within a big law
firm, to a job with the government, a
nonprofit, or to put in a few years at
a law firm and then set off to change
the world. Among those who go to law
firms (approximately 85% of each class,
according to his study), there are two
basic personality types: those who sit
at their desks and wait for someone to
come by and give them work; and those
who arrive on the job, immediately
begin trying to figure out how the place
CONTINUED on Page 17
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Diversity is different people
and perspectives united for
a common purpose.
Put your individuality to work for us.
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Intellectual Property Law Worldwide

866.222.0112

usebrinks.com

Chicago I Ann Arbor !Indianapolis I Salt Lake City I Arlington
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Expert Advice:
A Three-Part Test for Getting Your Dream Job
1\ ccording to Carol Kanarek,

'79,

e a renowned consultant on the

New York City job market, there are three
"tests" a student must pass in order to find
employment in the Big Apple or any other
major legal market. They are: 1) interest,
2) aptitude, and 3) geography.
The Interest Test

To demonstrate interest in a particular
law firm, a student must show general
interest in one or more of the firm's core
practices. Indicating that you have an
interest solely in one of the firm's smaller
practice areas will not get you hired.
Ms. Kanarek advised students not to be
too specific about the practice area they
desire. Instead, get an offer from the firm
first and then talk about practice areas. As
a corollary, do not give an interviewer the
impression that you are more interested
in the firm's pro bono work than in its
day-to-day practice.
How does one find out what type of law
a firm really practices? A useful resource
tool is the NALP Directory of Legal
Employers which can be found at www.
nalpdirectory.com. This resource will tell
you the number of lawyers in each of the
firm's practice areas. If, for example, you
want to practice real estate law in a five
hundred lawyer firm, how many of those
attorneys do that type of work? Also, look
at the firm's website.
By no means should that be your only
avenue of research because many firms
say that they practice every type of law.
Another valuable resource is American
Lawyer, available in the OCS Library and
online at www.americanlawyer.com. This
magazine publishes reports on different
practice areas and ranks law firms, too.
This issue also contains a listing of firms
with the top corporate practices. Previous
issues provide a wealth of information,
such as the Litigation Boutique of the year
and the four runners-up.

The students who have worked at a
particular law firm are the best source
of information about that firm. It's
crucial to talk to 2L's and 3L's about
their experiences. (You can find where
UM law students have worked for
the past two summers on the OCS
website.) Furthermore, mention your
discussion with other law students
when interviewing. Doing so shows
you've done more homework than most
students and also that you have a genuine
interest in the firm.

more than just your GPA. There are a
number of factors that can help you
demonstrate aptitude. Among them
are: your undergraduate institution and
your major, the classes you're taking or
planning to take in law school, and moot
court or law journal experience. The latter
two are strong indicators of your ability
to research and write. Additionally,
receiving Honors in Legal Practice sends
the same message. Moreover, there are
a number of intangible factors that can
help you.
They are: demonstrating a high level

The Aptitude Test

Showing your aptitude involves

CONTINUED on Page 13

BEST OF LUCK WITH THE
RECRUITMENT SEASON
WE WELCOME YOU AT OUR
HOSPITALITY SUITE
THURSDAY, AUGUST 30
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All Jones Day U.S. offices will be represented.
Atlanta

Los Angeles

Chicago

New York

Cleveland

Pittsburgh

Columbus

San Diego

Dallas

San Francisco

Houston

Silicon Valley

Irvine

Washington

We look forward to seeing you at Michigan during
On-Campus Interview Week.
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Questions Imponderable and Strange

')Q eady or not, here they come-over
��700 law firms, representing an

year or two of law school has left you.

imposing fleet of first-cut-makers into
whose hands hundreds of past and future
2Ls and 3Ls have chosen to place their
prospects. The resume and transcript legs
of this rigorous intellectual triathlon long
ago completed, success or failure now
rests on a final "physical challenge": a
series of 20-minute interviews wherein
the decision-makers will separate the
cream from the crop, the wheat from
the chaff, the winning smile and firm
handshake from the faint and wobbly
kneed.

The key to success? Who knows?
But being prepared never hurts, so Res
Gestae asked ocr veterans to reopen old
wounds from interview seasons gone by
and supply some memorable questions,
to offer this year's fresh meat some
advance warning of what they might be
up against.
The Standards
• Why do you think you'd be a good
fit for [Firm X]?
• Where do you see yourself in 5
years?
• "During Ocr 2004, I was asked to
name the last three books I'd read. I
truthfully answered, 'Harry Potter 1, 2,
and 3' and never heard from the firm
again. Thankfully, the sort of firm that
would frown on Harry Potter is not the

Of course, we all have both a winner
and a loser within us. The trick is to
answer the interviewer's dodgeball-style
question barrage with something that will
allow the them to see the glimmering
unique inner snowflake you know you
can be rather than the pile of slush that a

sort of firm I would want to work for."
• "During an interview with the DC
office of [Big Law Firm X] last year, a
young associate pointed to a stack of
resumes and asked, 'So what about
you distinguishes you from this pile?
Honestly, I am not going to remember
who you are when I get back to the
office, so give me a reason to recommend
you to my colleagues.' I gave him the
standard spiel about being hardworking,
and easy to get along with, etc. His eyes
immediately glazed over.
"So he asked, 'Well, what do you
like to do for fun?' I answered, 'I really
haven't had much spare time, but when
I do I like to go the movies.' In my mind
this seemed like a pretty safe innocuous
question and answer, until he followed
up with, 'What was the last movie you
saw?' Of course, I just had to be honest
CONTINUED on Page 19

DEWEY BALLANTINE LLP

OUT OF THE MANY/

YOU WILL CHOOSE

Our nation's motto, E pluribus unum, means "out of many, one." This also expresses the spirit of Dewey Ballantine. In our
talents, opportunities, practices, and even locations, we are many-but in our standard of excellence, our commitment to
common guiding principles, and our collegial tradition, we are one. Dewey Ballantine is a firm where you'll find that your
greatest aspirations are rewarded with exceptional opportunities.

www.deweyballantine.com
New York

•

Charlotte

Washington, D.C.
•

London

•

•

Warsaw

Los Angeles
•

Frankfurt

•

•

East Palo Alto

M i l an

•

Rome

•

•

Austin

Beijing
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e invite you
to visit our Hospitality Suite on Wednesday, August 29th

Chambers USA
of

2007

recognized 66

individual

lawyers and ranked 25

our practice areas
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Chambers Global recognized 3 of our practices

and 7 of our lawyers

The Legal 500 US 2007 ranked 7 practice areas and recognized 22 of
our lawyers as leading individuals
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Best Lawyers in America listed 68 of our lawyers in 2006
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Our Paris office was recognized in the inaugural edition of Chambers Europe

for 8 practice areas and 4 individual lawyers ! ; ·,; ': ·i .. :v·
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t.' 'J; i :.:c �:-: \.·• The Boston Business Journal named our Boston office the fastest-growing firm

for the 2nd consecutive year P· c ·• :.,
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We also received numerous awards in recognition of our pro bono work : ./> :·i;':·:c

For more information. contact:
Diane M. Kolnik

Manager of Legal Recruiting

212.969.5071

dkolnik@proskauer.com

PROSKAUER ROSE LLP
NEW YORK I LOS ANGELES I WASHINGTON. D.C. I BOSTON I BOCA RATON I NEWARK I NEW ORLEANS I PARIS I SAO PAULO
www.proskauer.com
1585 Broadway, New York. NY 100361212.969.3000
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30 First Dates:
The Opening of Law School Dating Season
By Nate Kurtis

l!JjJe've all been there; when the
� relationship that started so well

comes to a calamitous conclusion. Yet,
such heartaches are inevitable as we enter
Law School Dating Season. Like swallows
returning to San Juan Capistrano, law
students flock back to campus, deck out
in their finest of feathers, and leave their
nests again in search of that one law firm
to call their very own. We should all live
OCI (motto: "Not as much fun as you
could be having in these hotel rooms")
to the fullest, since it will probably be the
closest most of us get to actually dating
while in law school.
I realize that this seems odd. After all,
as law students, we are the future sugar
mommas and daddies (collectively: sugar

parents) of the world. You would think
we would have no trouble finding dates;
indeed, that we should be fighting the
hotties off with sticks! Sadly, this is not
always the case. But I digress (and, if you
find yourself surprised by this fact, you
should read this column more often).
EIW is really just like dating: There you
sit, dressed in your nicest clothes, while
you try, desperately, to appear interesting
to the party seated across from you. In the
middle of all that small talk, somewhere
between discussing your extracurricular
activities and your opinion of what type
of vegetable you'd be, it happens. Your
eyes meet across a copy of your transcript
and, suddenly, you know. You can feel it
in your heart that this is the one. This is
the firm for you!

Better still, they seem interested in you
too -why else would they care about your
favorite rule of civil procedure?
They invite you out for dinner, or for
drinks. Theyintroduceyou to their friends.
They both booze you and schmooze you.
Finally, should things go very well, they
invite you back to their place so you can
"get to know them better." Afterwards,
when they tell you they will call you later,
you leave on cloud nine.
But they don't call. At first you
rationalize that it is too soon; that they
are just playing hard to get, trying to
keep from seeming desperate. As the
weeks pass, those weakly constructed
arguments give way to panic. Maybe
they didn't like you after all! There was
CONTINUED on Page 21
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Join Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher for

H,Ap· py H, OUR!
Tuesday, August 28th 4:00- 6:00pm
Guy Hollerin' s Restaurant & Bar
Ann Arbor Holiday Inn- North Campus
Just a few of the reasons you should consider meeting with Gibson Dunn ...
•

Ranked in the top ten on The American Lawyer's 2007 A-List. Firms on the A-List are considered by

Tile American Lawyerto be the top tier of elite firms, measured by financial performance. associate satisfaction,
commitment to pro bono and diversity.
•

•

•

•

One finn emphasis. Gibson Dunn operates as one firm and emphasizes sharing expertise and personnel
among offices and practice areas. Multi-office project teams are common. The firm has grown over the years by
hiring one quality attorney at a time, not by acquiring other firms.
One of the top 10 family-friendly law firms, according to Yale Law Women.
Commitment to diversity. The firm's commitment was reflected in 2007 by a 43% increase in the number of
minority partners and a 10% increase in the number of minority associates. And in 2006, women comprised a
majority of the partnership class.
Commitment to pro bono work. In its first year as a signatory to Pro Bono Institute's Pro Bono Challenge,

Gibson Dunn reported an average of over 87 pro bono hours per attorney. Pro bono hours at Gibson Dunn are
counted just like billable hours. so you don't feel like pro bono is on "your time.··
•

•

Retreats with all attorneys from all offices -- domestic and international. Speakers and entertainers at the
last Gibson Dunn retreat included, among others, Lance Armstrong. Paul Rusesabagina, Cherie Booth Blair, Bob
Woodward, Stephen Colbert and Jennifer Hudson.
Sensible hiring policy. We are serious about our work, but we do not take ourselves too seriously. We are

looking for summer associates and new lawyers with the same perspective.
•

Become a celebrity! Former Gibson Dunn summer associates who later pursued other paths include Thea
Epstein, General Manager of the Boston Red Sox; David Boies. name partner of Boies & Schiller; and Steve
Lipscomb, who created the World Poker Tour.
We are interviewing for all U.S. offices on Wednesday, August 29 and Thursday, August 30.
We hope we will have an opportunity to speak with all interested students during our visit.

LONDON

LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
WASHINGTON, D.C.
SAN FRANCISCO
PALO ALTO
PARIS
MUNICH
BRUSSELS
ORANGE COUNTY
CENTURY CITY
DALLAS
DENVER
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Three-Part Test OCI without Trying (continued)
(continued)
CONTINUED from Page 2

CONTINUED from Page 7

of energy, the ability to work long hours
and to multitask, exhibiting professional
maturity and stellar organizational
skills. Excellent Legal Practice skills of
research, writing, and analysis are big
plusses, too. Make sure you volunteer
examples of these intangible skills when
interviewing. The ability to project a high
level of energy and confidence should
not be overlooked. Employers constantly
tell the OCS staff that these two qualities
can be the deciding factors when making
difficult decisions about which students
to invite for callback interviews. Don't
change your personality into something
you're not, but be able to "sell yourself."
Stay in"sell mode" until you have an offer.
OCS is happy to work with students in
order to develop and demonstrate these
qualities.

see it on a resume, feel that you've gained
all the benefit you'll get from the journal
already, and plan on tanking your journal
responsibilities. In that case, sweat it.

checking is a rite of passage for law
students; it's the closest approximation
to hazing that we have here. I've done
so much cite checking that my brain is
warped into an OCD-esque frenzy. Here's
how much: take the blue book, and look
at page 302, table T.6. The last sentence
before the table. The quotation in that
sentence ends before the period. That's a
typographical error. (It's fixed in the latest
edition, page 335.)

Lastly, have fun. Your second year is a
lot of work, and it hasn't started yet. The
same section-mates that you could barely
stand seeing every day last year become
all too scarce this year; and you'll miss
them. Use these days - and the ones all
next year -to live it up.
Mike Murphy is a former Editor-in-Chief

That's what you have to look forward
to, journal editors. You will become so
acquainted with the editing that you'll
find typos everywhere. But don't sweat
it. Unless, of course, you just joined a
journal because you knew firms liked to

of

Res Gestae.

This piece was originally

published in the August 29, 2005 issue.

•

The Geography Test

How do you demonstrate a com�itment
to a particular city? It's easy if you grew
up there, went to school there, or worked
there for some time. If not, there are ways
to make you a more viable candidate.
One suggestion Ms. Kanarek makes is to
mention your friends or significant other
who are working in the city. Talk about
fellow students who have worked for
that particular firm or in that particular
city. If it's true, volunteer that you are
interviewing in that city only.
Interviewing in more than two cities
makes you look flaky and undirected. In
addition, consider joining the state or city
bar association where you want to practice.
The cost to law students for joining this
type of bar association is usually $25 or
less. Being a member of a particular bar
association is something you can note on
your resume and bring up in an interview.
Similarly; if you know what city you want
to practice in and sign up for that state's
bar exam, you've demonstrated a strong
commitment to that area.

•

Wishing you
the BEST during
the coming
school year.
ATT ORNEYS

OHIO

•

KENTUCKY

•

INDIANA

•

TENNESSEE

•

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT .
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Biological scientists. Chemists. Engineers. Physicians.
At Marshall , Gerstein & Borun, the technical backgrounds
of our attorneys are as diverse as our life experiences.
Together, we've built a unique intellectual property firm
that celebrates our differences and takes pride in our
collective stre,.,gth.
Find out more about us at www.marshallip.com.

Patent Prosecution
Opinions/Counseling
Litigation
Licensing
Trademark
Copyrights
Trade Secrets

CREATIVITY DOESN'T END WITH THE INVENTION®
233 South Wacker Drive

I 6300 Sears Tower I Chicago, Illinois 1312.474.6300
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And Eat It Too (continued)
CONTINUED from Page 3

that allows you to do all that. If you don't,
you'll be unhappy and irritated, which
will bleed into your work. Conversely, if
all you care is that you go rock climbing
once a week, it's a good bet that any
job will work for you. If in law school
you're constantly irked that you can't
do what you want, re-evaluate your job
or potential job. You won't be happy if
you can't do things that are important
to you.
Choose a Good Place to Live

the irritation will build until you're
dissatisfied with everything. However,
if you put some time into a search for a
place to live, you can compensate for a lot
of the other annoyances in your life. When
looking for a place to live, be sure you
have a list of the amenities you absolutely
want, and the ones you really want but
can probably live without. Don't rent or
buy a home until you've met all of your
absolute criteria! Otherwise, not having
a garbage disposal or a lake view will be
a constant thorn in your side.
Breathe

Having a space you like to live in is
crucial to being happy. If your job is hard
or time-consuming (such as lawyering)
and you come home to an apartment
where the neighbors' loud music and
yappy dog constantly intrude, you'll be
miserable. If you hate the location of your
home, or it doesn't get enough light in the
winter, or you can't park close enough,

Stress makes people sick. If you're
constantly and unreasonably worried
about your performance, or subject to
tremendous pressure all the time, your
job may not be right for you (or anyone
else). On the other hand, if you're worried
about your performance because you're
unmotivated, or the pressure you're
under is due to your own failure to meet

EimerStahl

deadlines, you may not be right for your
job. Evaluate what you will be asked to
do and decide honestly whether you can
do it. If the stress is constant, or if your
work is consistently under-appreciated,
choosing a different job might be a good
plan.
The best advice for living a healthy,
balanced life is to be aware of what you
want, what you're willing to give up to
get what you want, and what situations
are unacceptable for you. If your job asks
you to give up too much in exchange for
too little, you're not in for a happy life.
But if you're subject to minimal stress,
reasonable and explained job demands,
and your mental image of what you're
supposed to be doing matches your
actual job description going into it, you're
well down the road to being a happier
person.
This article originally ran in the Summer

2002 issue of Res Gestae.
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Navigating the Dark Side (continued)
CONTINUED from Page 5

works and who has the most interesting
projects, and then proactively establish
relationships with people they'd like to
work for. Three years later, those in the
former group are still slogging through
the most miserable projects, while those in
the latter group report significantly higher
job satisfaction. (The second category
generally also includes those who go to
firms with a clear exit strategy; three of
the forty people surveyed had actually
stuck to the plan, lived frugally and saved
money, and succeeded in paying off their
loans and moving on to the nonprofit jobs
of their dreams.)
"It's not the law firm's job to make
you feel good about your life," he said.
"For many people, their first job at a
firm is the first time they've been in an
environment not designed to take care of
them." Especially for students who have
never, or only nominally, been part of the
workforce, the transition from academic
ivory tower to corporate high-rise can be
a culture shock in and of itself - never
mind the masochistic work culture
prevalent among large law firms. "In
some sense, this makes them feel like their
expectations have been betrayed."
But what about the institutional hazing
we're told is the bread-and-butter of first
year associateship?
"The kinds of complaints you hear
about law firms now have always been
made about New York law firms,"
said Professor Schneider. The age-old
anecdotes about firms where partners
throw work on associates' desks on Friday
evening to be done Monday morning, and
then berate them for going home "early"
at 10 p.m. on Sunday night, dates back,
according to Professor Schneider, to the
days of Boss Tweed.
"What have changed," he said, "are the
objective facts." Associates today truly
are working more hours - and getting
paid significantly more money. This is

attributable, he says, to law firms' need
to compete with budding dot-corns
in the early 1990s, when the allure of
getting in on the ground floor of the next
Amazon or Ebay was felt by everyone
with a bachelors' degree - and even
more so among well-trained attorneys
with the skills needed to take a nascent
venture-capital project public. Naturally,
the salary hike happened first on the
West Coast, but it wasn't long before law
firms in the other major markets "paused,
gulped, and followed suit." Now that
the bubble has burst, revenue is down,
but salaries remain high. Firms know
that they can't correct for that by raising
their fees, or by touching the partners'
compensation when to do so might drive
partners out of the firm, with their client
base in tow. The only place where this
loss can be recouped is out of the hides
of junior associates.
Nevertheless, said Professor Schneider,
"It is possible to be happy in major
New York law firms . I think working
with very able people doing difficult
work for demanding clients can be very
rewarding" - for some people. "The
American legal profession is significantly
more diverse than anywhere else in the
world," said Professor Schneider. "It
encompasses a huge range of choices.
What is particularly puzzling to me is
why this choice is not exploited."
According to Professor Schneider,
there are two factors at play here: First,
there's the fact that students without a
very clear notion of where they're going
with their legal careers are enticed by the
simple answer OCI offers - go through
the process, get offers, accept one. The
second factor is more complicated, but
can most simply be described as classic
commitment-phobia: "I often hear people
say, 'I want to keep my options open.'
But options that have expired unused
were losing propositions. There's no way
to avoid committing yourself, and the
best things in life come from the biggest
commitments. All jobs require that you
give up alternatives."

"It's the incuriosity of prospective law
students and prospective lawyers that
really baffles me," Professor Schneider
said. Law students often ignore options
such as in-house counsel positions (which,
he says, many people find "significantly
more satisfying than working at a
firm"); government work (which, he
says, "doesn't give you a flashy kind
of training," but "gives you competent,
steady lawyers" who get responsibility
very early); and - d iscriminatory
hiring practices notwithstanding - the
Judge Advocate General Corps (which,
according to Professor Schneider, also
offers a focus on training, plus experience
in diverse aspects of the law), in favor of
firm jobs they have no personal reason
to believe they'll enjoy.
"There are lots of options that people
never explore," said Professor Schneider.
"They use the excuse that they can
always go down but they can't go up. The
thing is, almost nobody ever wants to go
to a big firm from other places. It might
make sense to pick where you want to
go and go there, rather than make that
risk-averse choice to go to that big Jaw
firm. "

•

Got some invaluable callback advice
for this year's OCI participants?

Write for RG!
:Had a crazy interview experience
y ou want to share? Give next year's
participa n ts y our sage w ords of
wisdom while the experience is still
fresh in your head!

It's never to early to write for RG!
Trying to keep sane in this storm of
madness?

Submit your creative rantings to RG!

RG@UMICH.EDU

http://students.law,umich.edu;RG
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Save This Date

Baker Hostetler Interviews
Why Leading Lawyers Choose Baker Hostetler
Although there are many law firms competing for the top lawyers of today
and tomorrow, we believe that Baker Hostetler offers a unique distinction. As
a Baker Hostetler attorney, you will have the opportunity not only to practice
law but to be a counsellor to clients in the true sense of the word.
Attorneys choose a career at Baker Hostetler because we offer•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

A full-service national firm that leverages our collective experience
and knowledge

Recipient of
Quality of Life Awards

An opportunity to be involved in providing sophisticated legal services
to 10 of the FORTUNE 25 companies

as ranked by the Vault Guide

A firm with a tradition of providing a variety of challenging projects
for professional growth

to the Top 100 Law Firms for

A long-term commitment to diversity in our business and people
A collegial environment within a big firm that fosters teamwork
and relationship building
A firm which provides professional development from internal and
external programs
A firm with a commitment to providing technical support and
systems for clients, attorneys and staff

Diversity for Minorities,
Informal Training
and Mentoring and
Overall Satisfaction.

A firm where University of Michigan graduates have found
professional and personal success

CINCINNATI
HousTON

•

•

CLEVELAND

Los ANGELES

•

•

CoLUMBUS

NEw YoRK

•

•

CosTA MES A

ORLANDO

www.bakerlaw.com

•

•

DENVER

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Baker & Hostetler LLP
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Interview Questions (continued)
CONTINUED from Page 9

and blurted out, 'The 40 Year Old Virgin'
instead of taking a second to answer
something that made a more flattering
statement about me professionally.
Instead of being embarrassed, this young
associate got very into the conversation,
and we proceeded to make an in-depth
comparison of 'The 40 Year Old Virgin'
with 'The Wedding Crashers.' From
then on, no topic of pop culture was off
limits, and I knew the interview had
reached a new low when this young
associate asked me if I watched South
Park, and proceeded to try to mesmerize
me with several imitations of Chef and
Mr. Hankey the Christmas Poo. Needless
to say, I was more than relieved when I
didn't get a callback."
• What rule of civil procedure would
you change?

Punk Rock

You really flunked out of college?
Are you ready to go to war for [Firm
X]? "I answered that I didn't consider
litigation to be war, but I was willing to
be a zealous advocate, short of drawing
blood."
• "First OCI interview. I walk into
the room, we exchange pleasantries, the
interviewer looks at my resume, picks out
one job and says 'Oh, I see you worked for
[Firm X]. How did that go?' I answered
straight up and true: 'Fired for cause.'
No, I didn't get a callback -but after that
question, I figured I was toast anyway, so
turned the interview around and asked
him various questions about the legal
profession."
• Do you know [insert name of gunner
classmate]? What do you think of him?
•

•

Answer:

Interviews.

• What is the dumbest question you
have been asked so far today?
Answer: This one. Hands down.

Oddly, my own contribution to this
collection is a sage bit of advice passed
on to me by a fellow eight-year-old on
a playground sometime in the early
eighties: A final question asked in an
interview, my little friend told me, was,
simply, "Why?" The correct answer,
she said, was, "Why not?" Though it
struck me as genius at the time, one 3L
respondent who used this tactic got this
response: "The interviewer scratched his
beard, thought for a minute as if he were
actually pondering the metaphysical
aspect of my answer, and then said he'd
get back to me by email in a week. I didn't
get the job."

Jazz Answers
•

What is your biggest weakness?

•

Clifford Chance is a truly integrated global law firm which operates as one organization
throughout the world. With offices in 20 countries (including an associated office in
Bucharest). we are committed to providing the highest quality professional advice, combining
technical expertise w ith a deep understanding of the commercial environment in which our
clients operate.
Working in international, firm-wide teams, we offer a multi-disciplinary, cross-border service
and strong transaction management skills. Our people advise domestically and internationally,
building long-term relationships with clients.
Visit the Clifford Chance Recruiting website- 'NvV>'J,,;:;"f;;·cJc''"n ·~t>.c ur•h ,,,r,:<: ·u t!''S' to find out more about us.
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www.cliffordchance.com
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Law School Dating Season (continued)
•

them! You'll find another firm. A better
firm. You and that firm will live happily
ever after!

CONTINUED from Page 11

that time when you threw-up on the hiring
partner. No, that couldn't be it; certainly
everyone thought that was charming:
ah, look at the little 2L who can't hold
his liquor. Then there was that time you
admitted that you weren't interested in
intellectual property, even though they are
an IP boutique. No, that can't be it either;
everyone appreciates honesty.
It's at that point, when you are drawing
a blank on reasons they didn't like you,
that you decide that you'll call them.
You aren't being desperate, you aren't
pressuring them, you just want to see how
they're doing. That's when the wheels
come off. That's when you find out that
they've offered your best friend behind
your back!
That's ok, that's fine, you don't need

J\ugust 27,2007

As with normal dating, until you
find your "one/' all of your law firm
relationships are destined to end in
heartbreak. Since the rest of this issue
covers the other aspects of EIW dating,
I will spend what little space I have left
helping you deal with the inevitable
rejection. There are, it seems, five steps
to getting over any rejection. Step One:
denial. "The firm didn't ding me. In fact,
they could be calling with an offer right
now. Or now. Or .. . now! ..." Step Two:
anger. "How could they ding me! I was
the best!@#$% person they interviewed!"
Step Three: bargaining. "If you hire me,
you don't have to pay me. And, you like
my tie, you can have it!" Step Four: baking.
In a medium bowt beat sugar, eggs,
and vanilla until light. Mix in chocolate

chips. Step Five: bake for ten minutes in a
preheated oven.
I advise you to move through the first
four steps as quickly as possible since
you have twelve more interviews to get
through today. The fifth step will come
in handy when you offer your other
interviewers cookies!
Of course, there are the lucky few for
whom ocr is no big deal. They see it,
rightly, as just another phase of campus
life. They realize that there are many law
firms in the sea, and that if nothing comes
of these interviews it is not the end of the
world. Of course all those people are in
business school. The rest of us are too busy
baking to notice.

Nate Kurtis is a 3L and Editor-in-Chief of
Res Gestae. Comments on this piece may be

sent to nkurtis@umich.edu.

Goodvvin Procter

YOUR FUTURE

BEGINS HERE
GOODWIN

BOSTON

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK

PALO ALTO SAN DIEGO SAN FRANCISCO
www.goodwinprocter.com

I PROCTER
WASHINGTON DC
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10 Things Not To Do As A Summer Associate ·
10. Never refer to a partNer's offspring or trophy spottSe as a
~. F'or females,

11

BeX toy."

nev« use the terms "misogynist/' llCa'therine MacKinnon," and ''Tifle VH suiJ'' in the same sentence.

8. Never gratuitpusiy assess fhe firm's chances in an upcoming lawsuit by prediction that they wiM "get beat like a baby
seal."
7. At me company sottbaR game, never slide into home like Pt,:te Rose andwipe oot the hiring partner, even if yo:vtr team
is down by just one run.

(). That 'lpuil my fin~er" joke is never as funny as it was in fourth gratia,
5. Wearing Birkenstocks with yeur suit is nev,er a ~oper fashion statement, evoo if you w<m;t to be an enwonmentai
attorney.
4. ''Want to see my tattoo?" is rarel):J it ever, appropriate cocktail party conversation.

3. When the partner you are ~g wifh at the firm outiog sikes one
30i~ right today." never quid<ly retort, ''That' shot sUTe did."

deep into ~le woods ana exclaims, "Nothing is

2. Never brag abolltt what a good deail you got on your knock--off golf dubs until you make SWie they are 11tot coU11llterfeits
of one of fhe fum's IP clients.

1. When makmg smal tal< with iml att.omey'S', ne\rer- in reference- t<l oo.e of lilileir fl'lma :rnaters -respond, "I dioo~t .even
know they had a law schoo:l1"

One of Ohio's largest law firms, Ulmer & Berne has the depth, reach and
presence to serve our clients' needs locally, regional ly and nationally.

Michael A. Marrero - '77
513.698.5078
mmarrero@u Imer.com
Lawrence D. Pollock
216.583.7038
lpollock@ulmer.com

Of that we are proud - as we are of the trust our clients have placed in
us since 1908.

ulmer berne llp

www.ulmer.com

ATTORNEYS

Cleveland

Columbus

Cincinnati

Chicago
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Here's what I want from
a Los Angeles law firm
•
summer exper1ence:
A CALIFORNIA FIRM WITH A NATIONAL PRESENCE

• We are the industry leaders in many practice areas such
as the hotel/resort industry, environment/ government/

& sport
NOT A MEGAFJRM

• With approxi mately 150 attorneys/ typ ical case
staffing is 1 partner : 1 associate
• Involved in all aspects of a project from
start to finish
REAL WORK EXPERIENCE IN THE SUMMER
"The lunches, happy hours and other social events were fantastic, but what I
liked most about my time at Jeffer Mangels was that the associates and partners
gave me the opportunity to take on a meaningful role in real client matters."

Onye, Stanford
"I was usually involved in all aspects of a project, not just a single issue. With
smaller clients, it was possible for me to get an overall pidure of their business and
contribute meaningfully to solving their problems."
Zac, UCLA
"JMBM gave me substantive work in the exad field in which I was interested Government Law."

Stephanie, Harvard
"Not only did I work on some interesting sports law projects in the office, but the summer
associates also got to meet the L. A. Lakers' general counsel and tour the teams' pradice facility.
I never thought I'd have the opportunity to take a photo with eight NBA championship trophies!"

Alana, Stanford

Sound Enticing?

23
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BRUSSELS
CHICAGO
DALLAS
FRANKFURT
GENEVA
HONG KONG
LONDON
LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK

Sidley Austin LLP
is proud to participate in early interview week at
the University

of Michigan

SAN FRANCISCO
SHANGHAI
SINGAPORE

T# wish you all the best of luck

SYDNEY
TOKYO

for a successful semester

WASHINGTON, D.C.

www.sidley.com

Sidley Austill LLP, rl Delaw,rre limited liability par(nership which operates elf the firm~ offices other than Chimgo, Londo11, H,mg Koug, and Sydney, is l!lfi/i,uerf with other partnersf11'ps, iucluding Sidley Austill LLP. au
llliuois li111ited li,,bi/ity parwersllip (Chicago); Sidley A ustill LLP, a separ,zte Delmmre limited li.1biliry P•lrtllership (Lmdon); Sidley Austill," .'Jew \ink ge1teml pllrWcrshtjJ (Hong K011g}; Sidley Ausri11, ,, Def,,w.tre gelter.d
prrrtltcrslnjJ <if registered foreign lawyers restricted to pnlctici11gjoreig11 lm11 (Sydney); cmd Sidley Atutill Gaikokulw ] imu Be,goshi ) imusho, i11 tusociarioll ll'itll NishikauJtl & H1r111ers (Tokyo). The tiffili,rred parwerships
are referred to herei11 mllectil'ely ,,s Sidley Austill, Sidley, or the firm .
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FI ND YOUR DIRECT ION
Orrick will be interviewing at the University of
Michigan Law School on Wednesday, August 29 , 2007.
We hope to see you there.
To learn more about Orrick, please visit www.orrick.com/careers.
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NO RT H AMERICA

MO~ COW
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ORR I CK

RC•ME:

MBHB has an active summer program where
law students receive great pay along with the
opportunity to work with clients who are the
technical leaders in their fields .

up to speed. down to earth.
I

Intellectual Property Law

I

ptb h~

McDonnell Boehnen Hulbert & Berghoff LLP

mbhb.com/recruiting
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Identify with Sutherland.

"As a summet associate,, Sutherland's range of
(>fattiee a;lieas g'<}).le me many options to choose
ff!Om while my career became more focused. ••
Miehael Klla\11
University el Mlch.igan law Sollool '05

• Sutherland •

-------------111
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ACROSS
1. Hot under the collar
6. Toy pellet
9. Err
14. Slang for legal
15.Eye
16. Willow tree
17. Lands away from the wind
19. 19th century metric measurement
20 . Abandon
21 . A prefix
22 . Musical note
23 . Nitrogeneous fertil izer compound
24 . Hub of a wheel
26. Morning hours
28 . Type of saint
33 . Chaperone
37. Symbol for honesty
38 . Mythical monsters
39. Fatten up
43 . Mistake
45 . Barley syrup
46. Blank space that marks end of
data
52 . Advanced degree
53 . College disease, commonly
54. A fruit of Asia
57 . Third-person present singular of
"be"
59 . Electronic amplification system
60. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
63. Having no police record
65 . Foul-smelling organic bases
68 . Halloween adjective
69. ___ de Cologne
70 . Free-for-all
71 . Turf
72 . Picas
73. Sacred part of ancient temples

DOWN
1. Unfavorable opinion
2. Oboe
3. Screenwriter for African Queen
4. Wrapping for Christmas
5. Anestethic
6. Doorway
7. Before
8. Not there
9. Reason
10. Atomic compounds

1-:-::---il--t--

11 . Serious mistake
12. Retreats
13. Type of sandwich
18. Norwegian bronze coin
25 . Small Thai coin
26. Totaled
27 . Black & white diving bird
29 . Cut off
30 . Palm
31 . At the right of a ship
32 . Woman gossip
34. Countess's husband
35 . Indicate disbelief
36 . Suffix meaning certain kind
40 . Preposition indicating
comparison
41 . Heraldic insignia
42 . Made least beautiful
44. Reference to people in
general
47. Lessen strength
48 . Complained
49. Not out
50 . Type of rug
51 . Reddish
55. High school class
56. Camel-like animal
57 . These can be Italian
58 . Lots and lots

61 . Merely
62. Mammary projection (alt. spelling)
64. Historical period
66 . Irish hat
67 . Type of salt
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An RG Classic:
The OCI Drinking Game!
Your jerk roommate has 26 callbacks, including extended weekends in Vegas and Miami- and you are left
with the hope that maybe the PO's office in Alpena will give you a job if your Aunt Edna's ex-lover hasn't
retired yet. Well, we've gone to great expense to provide you with a little reward for your late summertime
blues .... Gather some friends, a six-pack (or two) of something civilized, and follow the rules.
• To start, if you are a 3L who came back from the summer without a job, drink a bottle.
• Take one drink for every interview you were late for.
• Take two drinks for every interview you were hungover for.
• Take three drinks for every interview you missed.
• Take four drinks for each call-back you had to skip class for.
• Take five drinks if you just decided to skip class anyway.
• Take two drinks for every limp-handed handshake interviewer.
• Take one drink for every time an interviewer asked what your connection was to a specific city.
• Take two drinks for every interviewer who laughed and/or roller her eyes when you told her
what your connection was.
• Drink a bottle for every time you had to say, "I'm really excited about living in Cleveland."
• Take three drinks for every interviewer who asked for your grades.
• Take an additional drink if you had Professor Krier for Property or Kahn for Tax.
• Take three drinks for each time an interviewer asked a completely stupid question (e.g. "What
d oes an admissions tour guide do?" or "UC Berkeley- is that in California?"
• Take six drinks if the interviewer doesn't believe your undergrad school really exists.
• Take three drinks for every time you managed not to laugh when the interviewer said, "Our
associates find that they can make 2300 billable hours and still have a high quality life."
• Drink an entire beer if you believed them.
• Take one drink for each time you said, "I have absolutely no desire to do IP work."
• Take two additional for each interviewer retort of, "Why not? I'm an IP lawyer."
• Take one drink for each interviewer you thought was "hott" hot.
• Take two more drinks for each time you hit on them.
• Drink the bottle if you got his/her number.
•
•
•
•

Take four drinks for every ding letter.
Take an additional drink if the firm has hired people with less than a 2.5 GPA.
Take five drinks for every home-town ding letter.
Drink a bottle for each ding letter from Detroit.

• Take two sips for every callback your roommates have.
• Take an additional sip if the same firm dinged you.
• Drink a bottle for every offer you have.
• Finish off your supply for surviving the process.

